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The Rose Tech

EXPLORER
Dr. Von Braun S. C. Committee "Reports"
VOL. V No.11

Top spaceman Dr. Wernher von
Braun spoke in Terre Haute last
week. He was escorted by Congressman Richard Roudebush, under
the auspices of the Wabash Valley
Section of The American Chemical Society.
Dr. Von Braun is Director of
the Marshall Space-flight center in
Huntsville, Ala. On Thursday evening he spoke to a large civic audience at Tirey Memorial Union.
Those of us at the lecture, who
had heard Jerry McCall speak at
Rose earlier were presented with
a
much-similar simulated moon
flight. Though it was evident that
Dr. von Braun spoke with more
authority and with the aid of extensive slide respresentations.
Earlier in the evening, the press
was given a private conference with
von Braun. He stated at that time
he did not feel qualified to answer
questions concerned with the milltary.

TOUR
The Rose Tech Glee Club is making final plans for its annual spring
concert tour. This year it will be
from Wednesday, April 29 to Saturday, May 2. The tour promises to
be one of the best ever planned. All
th.: Glee Club members have worked hard and praptio.a.
to Me the tour a success. John
Kuhn, the tour chairman, has put
in many hours of letter writing to
various schools in southern Indiana
to arrange a schedule. The Glee
Club director, Jim Holler who is
also the band director at Garfield
High School, has spent a lot of time
to prepare the members vocally.
The excursion will begin with a
concert to be given at Vincennes
Lincoln High School. The Glee
Club will then journey to Evansville where programs will be presented at North High School and
Reitz High School. A television
appearance will be made on WTVWTV in Evansville. The group will
stay overnight in Evansville after
the first day of concerts.
The schedule resumes at Louisville, Kentucky for the remainder of
the tour. Programs will be presented at various high schools throughout the city. Another television
appearance will be made also. A
mixer is planned for Friday with
girls from the University of Louisville.
Steve Daughty

Predictions
Governor Wallace—the one from
the south—made a good showing
here in Terre Haute on Tuesday.
No matter what he may be, he is
an excellent speaker. The predicGovernor Wallace will outtion
he
do his Wisconsin showing
will receive over 40 percent of
the Democratic Primary votes in
Indiana.
The pressure to get the four
Fraternities to move on campus
is on the upturn. The "deal" seems
to get better all the time. ......
within one and
The prediction
one-half years the Fraternities will
be on campus.
The new Student Council proposed constitution displeases many
Faculty members......it will not
pass as is.
No tears will be shed next fall
over the "Abdiction of the Czar"
(of the History department.)
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FREE

Commenting on the lack of total NEW
CONSTITUTION
people whom he represents in con- for. The Common
success in the Ranger moon shot
Court will enThe present Student Council Pre- gress. By the time the
constitution force traditions and decide on matprogram, he stated there is yet sident and
members of every class is available to the student body, how- ters
of theft or destruction of perno panic. "Sooner or later we will at Rose
have joined together un- ever, this point will have
been sonal property provided the act is
have the date we need."
der the auspices of the faculty taken care of as
many good ideas legally petty larceny. It shall
Possible cause for the latest fail- and administration in
have
order to build were hashed over.
jurisdiction over all cases not speciure (in operation of surface-scan- an entirely
new constitution for
The legislative section provides fically delegated to
ning T.V. cameras) was quite pos- the council. The
the other two
present constitu- for the passing of laws concerning
courts. The Common Court may
sibly caused by trouble in high- tion is entirely
ineffective to allow almost every area of student
place a student on social probavoltage lines of the camera cir- a strong student
government. And, interest.
The new Student Con- tion and recommend action
cuits—interfered
with by condi- amazing as it may seem, both the
to the
gress will have much more power Judicial Council.
tions in the earth's upper atmos- faculty and
administration are in- than it does presently. Here is a
phere.
terested in seeing a much stronger true Student
To reiterate, the Judicial CounGovernment that will
Probably the big project of the student government.
The proposed give the student body a chance to cil will review any cases of the
Soviets at present is the develop- constitution, I
believe, is an ideal actually do something about the other two courts. This provides a
ment of the in-space docking of constitution
for a Rose Student Coun- things they think they should.
student with an appellate court.
space craft, "the key to further cii.
I believe this section to be the most
space exploits."
The entire student body should EXECUTIVE BRANCH
radical and most important change
The two-man Gemini program is interest
itself in what the drafThe Executive portion of the new in the present composition of the
progressing well, and there will be ters of the
constitution are try- constitution provides for many ad- student council,..It is, I firmly beother unmanned tests before man- ing to
do. It is time to stop being ditional powers of the executives of lieve, a necessary and a much
ned flight late in 1964. A present apathetic about
the entire idea of a the student - government. Immed- sought after power that should be
problem is re-entry,
student government on this campus. iately different is the method of given the student government.
Von Braun remarked several in the
following few paragraphs, I electing the executives.
A pettimes that quite often men in his intend to
point out what I believe ition must again be circulated and
field are misquoted. He referred to be the most
important points signed by no less than five per cent SO WHAT NOW?
specifically
to a question about of the constitution. It is every- of the
As you have read this article—
student body and no dupliKhrushchev's alleged statement that one's duty to read the entire
con- cations are allowed. The difference if you have been interested enough
the USSR would not continue the stitution and
deliver a vote on it. lies in the fact that there is a pri- to do so—the idea has probably
'space race'. This was not a true It will take a
two-third vote of mary election on the first Friday in often occurred that "the faculty
statement, and in fact Mr.K. merely the ENTIRE student
body to pass May. All but the top two candidates will never allow this." You are
said they would not land on the it and
start its operation.
will be elminated in this election, drastically wrong, as it was the
moon until they are ready.
DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS The final election takes place the consensus
at President Logan's
The proposed constitution is next week and the student receiving home that this constitution would
divided into three parts: Legisla- the highest number of votes for the be welcomed by the faculty and
T.Cid&" 'as7k- ir pface will receive that office. The enthusiastically supported by it.
it
veaMT'Ve—
%I
0 CI
._
national government and provides the 1/11111a1 y.
There will be a cabinet appointed sent. Who was present? Dean Herfor a very good balance of power.
man Moench, Prof. Al Schmidt, and
The legislative section of the con- by the executive committee and all
Charles Rogers were present.
Dr.
stitution provides for the method members of the judicial council
This week's Faculty Focus takes of making legislation and deciding shall be appointed by them also. I consider that a good assurance.
a different approach to acquaint the policy. The executive section pro- The appointments must be approved President Logan did assure us that
the Administration was already bestudents of Rose with its faculty. vides a method by which the legis- by the student congress. Therehind it.
student
conthe
Instead of reviewing past achieve- lation may be enforced. The judi- fore, it is still
ments, we will try to uncover some cial section gives the final inter- gress that has final say over all
The only assurance needed now is
of the future aspirations of the pretation of all legislation. Anyone actions by the Executive Commit- that of the student body. It has been
faculty.
difficult before to get the student
to see that this is very much akin tee,
The subject this week is Dr. R. to the structure of the national THE IMPORTANT JUDICIAL
body interested enough to muster
The Judicial Courts are three- a two-thirds vote for anything. This
H. F. Pao, Head of Civil Engineer- government. It seems to work well
The Judicial Council; The should definitely be a different mating Department. A recent issue of at times; hence, the thing should fold;
Traffic Court; and The Common ter. This concerns each and every
the "Scoop" had speculated as to work on a smaller scale.
Dr. Pao's immediate plans, and
student personally. To those who
I shall now proceed to discuss Court.
The Judicial Council shall have constantly gripe here is a chance
so as to clear up any misunder- each section separately and briefstanding here are the answers.
It is, again, up to YOU to ORIGINAL jurisdiction over thefts to really be heard, and what is
ly.
Institute and
the
the more important, to be able to do
Yes, Dr. Pao is leaving, but find the particulars that I fail to from
for a very short time. The first mention.
from the institute and the COM- something about your gripes. You
semester of the 64-65 school year
MUNITY, cases of cheating when don't have to sit on your hands any
will be taken by Dr. Pao as a LEGISLATION
reported by the members of the more unless you just like to gripe
By the .time the constitution is faculty or the administration, and and don't really give-a-hang about
sabbattical leave. (This is a regumade
available, a method of re- over cases of student conduct deem- the way things are as long as there
larly scheduled
rest for the
faculty). Dr. Pao will use this time presentation will have been de- ed detrimental to the Institute. This is something to complain about (any
to conduct post-Doctorial work at termined. At an informal meeting court has the power to place a volunteers?)
Harvard. His areas of interest are
student on social probation, and
The issue is coming up very,
fluid mechanics, applied mathema- of students, faculty, and adminis- recommend disciplinary probation,
soon. After all, the first elecvery
home
on
Logan's
tration
at
Dr.
tics and mechanics. With the manususpension, or expulsion to the
week
April 14, President faculty discipline committee. The tion is to be held in the first
script for his second book nearly Tuesday,
Discuss this proposed conMay.
conin
comments
Schuld
asked
for
completed, there is the possibility
chairman or "chief justice" of the
stitution among your friends. Do
of an idea for a third book crop- cerning the method of apportioning court must be a senior.
not use this article as the constithis
occupied
representation
and
ping up during this next year.
and
legisCourt
rules
Traffic
The
tution. Read the entire thing. Then
At the same time the Board of a major portion of the entire evelates all traffic fines and viola- encourage yourself and your fellow
definite
deNo
ing's
discussion.
Managers approved Dr. Pao's leave
tions. The chairman must be a student to GET OUT THE VOTE—
they also approved the visitation cisions were made, but it is the
junior or senior. It Tay levy fines, NOW!
that
a
opinion
of
this
writer
of Dr. Thom of the University of
method
will be a type of area rep- suspend driving privileges, and send
Glasgow for the 64-65 school year.
LOUISIANA. Mo. t UPI) —
resentation
as opposed to class re- to the judicial council all those who
Dr. Thom who will serve in the
refuse to be handled by the court.
North Carolina Street is just
Civil Eng. Dept. is presently Sen- presentation since it is nearly imsouth of South Carolina Street
The Common Court must have a
ior Lecturer in the fields of aero- possible for a man representing an
in Louisiana, Mo.
seajunior
or
a
who
is
chairman
in
touch
with
the
nautics and fluid mechanics, and entire class to get

ACULTY

Dr. Pao

he
has held a position in the
faculty
of the University since
1944. For those who know of such
things, Dr. Thom has conducted
specific study in the areas of tidal
models and thermodynamic methods
of turbine efficiency. He is also a
book "The
co-author
of the
Mechanics of Fluids."
Dr. Thom will be joined here
by his family, including a son who
will receive his B. S. in Physics
this spring and a daughter who is
presently studying art and music.
Just as a sidelight, the negotiations for this noming venture
began nearly a year ago,

PARENTS DAY

Changed again — The hell with I. U.'s "Little 500"
Dean Ralph M. Ross, coordinator
for the school of the Rose Parents'
Association and the day's program,
explained that the meeting of the
American Society for Engineering
Education were rescheduled for
April 25 and, since many members
of the Rose faculty and administration are very much involved in this
organization, they are obligated to
attend.

The members of the administrative staff and the faculty, Dean
Ross emphasized, want to be on
campus for Parents' Day activities
and, at the same time, have responsibilities for engineering education through the ASEE, so the
parents' date was changed to May
9.
Registration is scheduled from 8
until 9:30 o'clock in the morning

and will be followed by a convocation and welcome from Dr. Logan
and Norman Schuld, president of
Student'Council. Ample time will be
allowed for visits with faculty and
the administrative staff in the
morning and the afternoon. The
annual meeting of the Association
takes place at three o'clock in the
afternoon.
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SHORT AND
SWEET

EDITORIALS

CONSTITUTIONAL
QUESTIONS

HELP?

How thin is the line between constructive help and destructive interference?
It has seemingly been the policy of the Institute to allow student organizations to begin, grow, expand and operate solely on their own mercafeteria
the
It appears as if
its—survival being a function of student interest. Recently, however,
a budget problem— there
is having
have appeared several efforts to "aid" the extra-curricular prostuto
given
food
quantity
of
the
gram in spite of the student body.
dents grows less every night. This
For example: As usual, this
For example: The Student Coundecrease is only staying in line
semester
there was not enough
cil was deemed, by the adminiswith the quality, however.
money in the student activities fund
elsewhere
tration,
presented
to
be
ineffective.
Action:
has
Crask
Correspondent
Bob
Student Council
appoint a committee to rewrite the to meet fully a couple of budgets
in this issue several thougnt about the proposed Student Council revisto note that
It is interesting
constitution. (Where is all-out stu- containing, in the opinion of Subions. I would like to add several of my own.
Bob Crask, who took such. corn
dent interest?)
That the Council needs revision is widely accepted—it is now lack- prehensive notes
at the last Reviitems for the Glee Club and the
of
lack
this
reasons
for
ing as an effective student organ. One of the
seems
to
For
sion
meeting,
Committee
example: Repeated pro- Astronomy Club. Action: an appareffectiveness is the general lethargy of members, particularly reflected
have had trouble making any of the blems have arisen in hazing. Ac- ently unlimited portion of the Stuin a absence from meetings.
previous meetings.
doh: appoint selected students to dent Activities Fee was pledged
a
has
students,
he
other
fifty
Since each member represents almost
The MODULUS will be making write various plans. (None has yet to the sub-council, for use by any
great power potential. Apparently the members do not consider that
their absence from meetings reduces this power to zero. In fact, this appointments for 1965 soon. We're succeeded due mostly to lack of stu- organization presenting a deficit
wondering if their usual policy "no dent support.)
absence reduces the whole Council to zero.
budget, not only this semester but
President Schuld couldn't'even get his members to begin to think politics" will still hold. If it does,
for future semesters. (No request
A debate team was
about the preliminary action prior to consulting with Dr. Logan in an- it'll be something new at Rose. For example
:has come from the Sub-Council as
reactivated at the beginning of the
ticipation of faculty consideraton and approval necessary to give the
a whole for these additional funds.
by
year
a
member
of
the
2/3
students
for
faculty.
Council the initiative to present the proposal before the
Temperatures of 80 to 90 degrees
Indeed, many business managers
approval.
must be condusive to study—both Action: (1) The team has been lis- and treasurers are opposed to this
the Library and the study rooms ted in school publications as one of idea and prefer to keep student
Getting two-thirds approval of the
was mentioned by Mr. have been operating under this con- the student body's outstanding exOne
distribution of funds as opposed
new constitution should be a feat Crask—the idea of group represen- cept
tra-curriculars, at the expense of
lately.
to administrative distribution.)
deleting some of the clubs which
in itself. Remember the vote on tation. That is, I imagine, having
The Institute's financial aid as
the bookstore revisions? That took representatives from the different
have been in existence for years;
well as other types of assistance
several months to conduct on cam- living
areas (dorms, fraternity
Congratulations to Tobey King on
to the student organizations are ap(2) pressure has been brought to
pus. In fact, even getting two-thirds houses, town men) or perhaps from his last TECHNIC
editorial.
preciated; however, why not limit
bear on the yearbook staff from
of the students here to vote at the areas of activities (each organiadministrative assistance to
this
faculty levels to include said team
all will be a moral victory, no zation with representation.)
Hats off to whoever finally talked
H
help when requested by the sturecogMODULUS;
(3)
`64
the
in
matter what else results.
The former might succeed, but the State Highway Department into
dents engaged in a specific extraThe matter of voting on the con- the latter seems doomed to fail- partly alleviating the traffic pro- nition similar to athletic letter
sweaters or organizational keys is curricular through petition to the
stitution causes me to wonder. First ure. It is my understanding that blem
for next year.
Sub-Council or Student Council and
planned for the debate team.
of all, many of the allusions made many of the school organizations
Yes, the EXPLORER is looking
after approval by these bodies. If
by Mr. Crask will not be cleared (e. g. Student Council) do not have for and will accept
all (qualified) (The team is
aid is needed, let it come from
composed
of
a
small
until a printed copy of the docu- memberships with enough interest to persons who want to write, sell,
group of Freshmen and one Sen- the administration only upon rement is read. I hope the Council attend their own meetings. I doubt
layout, or do any of the other ior, and has no
formal student quest from these student governing
plans to present copies to each if they would accept added oppor- types of entertainment offered
by organization. Also, why is
it that bodies.
member of the Rose family—mere- tunity for responsibility.
a booming newspaper.
This, I propose, would constino effort has been made to gain
ly posting one or two copies on our
ANOTHER MAJOR WEAKNESS of
formal recognition from the Stu- tute constructive help by the Instisuper-cluttered, almost-reduced-to- the present Council to be resol- for President Schuld Rot to have
tute.
dent Council?)
W.B.A.
ridiculous bulletin boards will not ved involves finances. As of yet, this passed, but since it will have
allow for careful individual consi- the Council has not disbursed mon- so much more power (by definiies from the student activities fund tion), let's make sure we like it
deration.
And speaking of the matter of to the various organizations. After first.
consideration, will we students have a period of twelve weeks.
THE METHOD OF ELECTING
a chance for it? Though such maThe duties presently held by the the executives is sound—it elimibeen resolved, the election is to met with efficiency. It is most
ted by the winners of the dozen or
be held in two weeks, ready or common for vouchers from
organi- so class popularity polls. Two
not.
zations to make about as muah pro- points to wonder about: how wellHow can this short time inter- gress through present channels as
defined is the cabinet to be, and
val allow interested students and the civil rights bill is
making who will be the officers of the ExeDr. von Braun's recent address in Terre Haute gave local residents
faculty members to read the pro- through Congress. The EXPLORER
cutive Committee?
an unusual opportunity to hear first-hand, in understandable language,
posals, make criticisms and sug- has withdrawn much of its funds for
The proposed court system at what our space plans are.
gest changes, and allow the revi- commercial deposit, to allow its
Unfortunately for the Engineers in the audience, there was little opfirst glance appears to be a bit
sion committee any time to con- business manager to pay its bills—
ponderous. The Judicial Council ap- portunity for technical presentation. of Course, that would very likely
sider these suggestions? Or perhaps on time.
pears to have a bit of power, but enter into highly classified areas.
the committee plans to accept or
If you're reading this in the Stu- of course that will remain to be
Also unfortunate was the added overtone of politics which I believe
entertain no such criticism.
dent Center, waiting for your food, seen. In the news story, the word pervaded the evening. After Mr. Jones of the ACS (not included in the
THE MAIN IDEA behind the idea or having a smoke
in the book- ORIGINAL jurisdiction was stres- politics) introduced Mayor Tucker, who introduced the Congressman,
of revision is that the present sys- store, let me have a
few more sed. This seems to be a not too the Scientist gave proper remember-him-at-election thanks, and protern doesn't work, therefore a new moments of your
ceeded to convince the audience that $20 billion is a small price to pay
time.
subtle
way of saying
that the for the adventure
system will at least give a hopetend the meeting at Dr.
of seeing slides.
Logan's faculty, of course, will have FINAL
The sarcasm here is intended, especially considering the irony that so
for new effectiveness in the area home. I must make
these follow- juri sdiction.
many people consider themselves to be in the middle of it all, when most
of student action.
ing comments based on Mr. Crask's
The Traffic Court maybe interes- will never come within several hundred miles of the launch site.
The main thing for we voters to report. Though the election is
only
Also, the oft-quoted price of $20 billion does not allow, I believe, for
It will give the students
consider is this: will the new sys- two weeks away, many student lea- ting.
such
American traditions as Cape Kennedy union strikes, inflation, or
and
other
violators
a
chance
to
tem resolve the present problems? ders haven't been informed
much argue their cases. But I wonder the fact that if Congress wants to,, it can spend $100 billion.
In the most effective manner?
about the proposals. Not to menAnd this money is just for the beginning—Dr. von Braun stated that
how often the situation will arise
As mentioned
earlier in this tion the general student body.
moon is not a goal, it's a focusing point. We're on the bank of a
the
wherein
the
witness
chief
for
the
editorial, lack of participation is
Since we will vote, and probably
river of adventure. How much more will it cost to cross over that river?
a problem of critical nature. At will see a copy of the proposal, opposition (the arresting officer?)
R. T.
first glance, it would appear that please at least ask yourself these will fail to appear because of an
interfering lawn-mowing or deska new system of representation questions; and answer them
before moving obligation.
might cure this.
you vote—it would be unfortunate
The Judicial Court's area of operation confuses me at present. It
has been stated this court will enA student poll taken last Tuesday showed some interesting facts.
force traditions. Thus eliminating
A total of 20 students were asked to name as many of the memuers of
the
actions
of
Sophomores
in this
National Ad Agency: National Advertising Service, Inc.
the Student Council Constitution Revision Committee as they could. The
area? If so, why the comment in
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results, as President Norm Schuld could have sadly predicted:
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POLITICAL

SCIENTIST

Hmmm

THE ROSE TECH

EXPLORER

Jim and Jack Shop

. ••
1r.
This column, on its first trial run
in EXPLORER, will basically consist of two parts: a question and
answer portion dealing with information from both student and faculty sources, considered to be of
interest by the writer and composed of direct quotations; and a
type of forum in which a single
topic is discussed by members of
the Institute.
Any criticisms or suggestions,
either written or verbal, will be
appreciated. This whole column can
be well described by a quotation
from that respected and widely
read volume by Swanson, Elements
of French, page 146: "Ceux qui ne
font rien ne se trompet jamias,"
which can be loosely translated as
"What the hell."
Prof. I. P. Hooper,
Project Engineer
Q. Prof. Hooper, when will construction begin on the new dormitories?
A. We hope, prior to the first of
July for the dorms and the first of
August for the Union Dining Building.
Q. Would you briefly describe
these dorms?
A. Each dorm is esentially a 60man unit and will have four floors.
There will be both single and
double rooms on the second floor
and all doubles on the third and
fourth. The first floor will contain
a recreation room, storage facilities, lounge, and mechanical
facilities.
Prof R. M. Ross, Dean of Men
Q. Dean Ross, when the new
60-man dorms are ready for occupancy, how much non-student
supervision are you planning for?
A. There is only one dorm of the
four which provides for a resident
director. It is hoped that the reorganization under way now will provide for a unit plan of student
government for the individual
dormitories with an Inter-Hall
Council to coodinate efforts.
Q. What about "Honor Dormitories"?
A There is a thought that perhaps an "honor dormitory" might
be feasible. The differences would
be that by the student's own statements, he accepts certain responsibilities for good dorm living and
in return he and his fellow students
assume the responsibilities normally carried out by student counsellors and resident directors. That is,
they could choose their own "resident head" from stundent ranks.
The details of the entire program
will be left to the students.
Dr. John Logan, President
Q. Dr. Logan, what use is
planned for the Student Center once
the new Student Union is completed?
A. Several suggestions have
been made. One use might be as

Compliments of
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Terre Haute
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an information and reception center. Another is that we move the
Admissions and Recruitment offices
over there. A third is moving the
Development, Alumni Affairs, and
Public Relations offices there.
Whatever is to be done will depend
on the architect's plans for remodeing the Main Building; however, the Student Center will be
used for some administration purpose.
Jack Cox,
Chairman, IFC constitution revision
:ommittee
Q. Mr. Cox, what does the IFC
hope will result from the new constitution?
A. To allow the fraternities to
work more harmoniously along designated guidelines. This constitution is planned to give rise to a progressive, united Greek front at
Rose.
Q. What is the present status of
the new constitution?
A. It has been passed by all
four fraternities and will be fully
enacted this coming May.
John Rohr, excitedly running into
the EXPLORER office during
Make-up, reported with enthusiasism that at dinner in the cafeteria
he witnessed a rare accurence—an
entire pat of butter melted on his
roll. This amazing feat occured in
a time of less than five minutes.
To those unbelievers, the incident
was witnessed by Larry Morgan
and Jim Lunsford.

Ron Turaski,
Editor-in-Chief of EXPLORER
Q. Mr. Turaski, what is the EXPLORER policy on Letters to the
Editor?
Every year there is always some Mike Thomas, Sr. M. E.
A. The EXPLORER will print
I wouln't want to graduate outof holding commencement out
talk
any letter as long as the original
For several other schools side.
doors.
of
copy, signed by the writer, is sent
area, namely ISC, Purdue, Dr. Meeks
to the Editor, it is in good taste, in the
Great, if it doesn't rain. A
Central, IU, DePauw,
Indiana
and it does not contain any libelous
State, this is a com- question—is it feasible?
Ball
Wabash,
statements. The writer's name can
mon practice. Thus the "Hey, Dave Hussing, Jr. Ch. E.
be withheld upon request.
I like the idea. I think that
there" question for this issue is:
Mr. Richard Blackfelner,
What do you think about holding commencement outside would be
Manager of Dining Facilities
commencement outside?
so much more impressive than in
Q. Mr. Mackbelner, what is the Daryle Riegle, Graduate E. E.
our somewhat dismal fieldhouse
thinking behind closing the Student
Properly planned, it might be Rose has such a beautiful and imCenter on Saturday night at 6:30? nice.
pressive campus but we make no
A. Mostly, the school adminis- Prof. Moser
use of it.
tration has to do with setting the
I don't like the idea of having Unidentified Sr.
hours. Last year we tried the Satur- it in the fieldhouse. I feel that the
It doesn't make any difference
day night buffets for about six
of the fieldhouse is an to me. They could hold it in the
atmosphere
weeks, and it didn't pay off.
insult both to the graduates and to men's john as long as I'm there.
the people being honored. I'd like to Tobey King, Ch. E., Editor of
The
school
Russian
see it held on the lawn by Deming TECHNIC
teacher asked a pupil
on the location 'where they hold the
I love it!
"Who were the first human
Bill Kuschel, Jr. Math.
Senior tea.
beings?"
Yes, I think that it would be a
George Wagner, Sr. E. E
"Adam and Eve," the
good idea
Yea, sounds good.
young boy replied.
"What nationality were
they?"
"Russian, of course."
Div. of Automatic Canteen Co.of America
"Fine, fine," the teacher
commented. "And how did
you know they were Russians?"
"Easy," said the boy.
"They had no roof over
their heads, no clothes to
wear, and only one apple
for the two of them—and
Dick Blackfelner — Manager
they called it paradise."

Say, There

NATIONWIDE FOOD SERVICES

Servicing
Cafeteria & Student Center

One of over two hundred operations
— Nationwide

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JIM HEYER
When he joined the Wisconsin Telephone Company in
August of 1962, Jim Heyer (B.S.E.E., 1960) immediately
learned to design television transmission circuits.

There are many decisions to make, and many to defend.
But Jim enjoys the challenge and has the ability to meet it.
No wonder raises come much sooner than expected.

No "make-work" assignment, Jim's job calls for him to
develop circuits for use throughout Wisconsin. He also
goes into the field to check the effectiveness of his designs
once they're in operation.

Jim Heyer, like many young engineers, is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephougAigipess,_

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Letters To The Editor

Dump ??

Think

TEACHERS TAKE
COURSE
members of the Rose Poly-

"IF I HAD IT TO DO
OVER AGAIN
91

Two
REASONS): ROTC BALLET AND
technic Institute faculty recently at- ANONYMOUS (FOR OBVIOUS
I
Rose
I
was
to
Before
admitted
CHORALE IN FLAT A MAJOR
It has become increasingly aptended a two-week course in modern
the
student-teacher
that
thought
OPUS ONE
GENERAL
that
parent in the past few weeks
Monica,
relations as they were in high school control theory in Santa
TRAPS, WHISTLE KAZOO, MALE
PIANO,
ORCHESTRATION:
this campus of our is resembcould be improved on quite-a-bit. California, from March 23 to April
bare stage. A group of ROTC
ling the west Terre Haute dump One of the many things that filled 3. They were invited to attend by CHORUS the curtain opens revealing
enters.
gunners
more and more. For the past three my head when I learned that I had the Rand Corporation of Santa MoniGUNNERS: (Choral Reading) 'Tis Monday
Sundays on campus, I have noticed been accepted at Rose was the per- ca, California.
'Tis Funday
bag of empty beer cans fection of student-teacher relations
a new
Professor Irvin F. Hooper, head
'Tis time for ROT-CEY drill.
floating near the edge of the small here. The thought of discussion of of the mechanical engineering de- accomp. begins MICKEY MOUSE MARCH. gunners march. they conlake. The lawn around Speed Hall school and curricula and personal partment and project engineer for tinue as chorus sings:
is strewn with beer bottles and problems over a cup of "coffee" at the development program at Rose, SOLO VOICE: Who's the leader of the club that's made for you and me?
even an occasional pop bottle. A the Student Center quite intrigued was one of the faculty members at- CHORUS: Colonel John, Colonel John, Colonel Daugherty! Colonel John!
me, and of course, the fruitful repretty green bottle, broken of
tending the meeting. Darrell E. INNER CHORUS: Donald Duck
sults of a better understanding acourse, provides a glittering nath
electrical engi- CHORUS: Colonel John
mong the administration, faculty, Criss, head of the
for the occupants of Speed. This and students had not escaped my neering department and director of INNER CHORUS: Donald Duck
helps draw their attention from fancy.
the Edward G. Waters Computing CHORUS: Forever let us hold our guidons high!
VOICE: What's the name of the club that's made for you and me?
wrapcandy
and
the paper cups
So here we are, after two years Center, was the other faculty mem- SOLO
pers from the Student Center. And of my assistance, and just look at ber who attended the course. They CHORUS: R-O-T, C-E-Y, On to victory!
CHORUS sings, with accomp.
the main entrance looks just like the mess. At some point along the were among one hundred collegeand the gunners continue marching as the
OVER
ME
LOOK
HEY!
tune:
Sixteenth Street in Speedway on May way (I'm not sure when) I began university teachers of engineering
us over,
to have serious doubts about the and applied mathematics courses CHORUS: Hey Look
30.
ear,
an
us
Lend
was
one
some
Last year, I heard that no swim- system. Perhaps
selected by Rand to attend. They
We're ROT-CEY gunners,
ming was allowed in the small right in placing the faculty at were chosen particularly for their
But we're filled up to here
lake because it was a beer can other colleges so far aloof from the interest in teaching courses in conWith polishing brass
students.
disposal. I saw no evidence of this,
optimization techniques,
theory,
trol
And shining our shoes,
are
seen
have
Certain things I
but it sounded reasonable. HowWe wanna go out and find us some gals and get filled up with
particularly unwanted, as far as decision processes, and other simiever this year, even the big lake I'm concerned. For example: the lar courses.
booze.
has bottles and cans floating in it. student feeling that the school
So, Hey! Look us over,
The National Science Foundation,
Pass 'round the beers,
I m not imploying that the fresh- exists solely for his manipulation. recognizing
'
that modern control
If it weren't for ROT-CEY
men are the only offenders, be- We are here to become as mature theory is becoming increasingly
We'd all be engineers
cause I know they are not. If stu- as we perhaps think we are when important in this day and age, sponBut we're stuck with it now, and there's not much to do,
dents want to drink, that's their own we graduate. Another is the very sored the course. It was designed
but go along for the ride,
business. But IF they don't do it personal interest the student has in to present significant developments
begun now, we've a gun now,
We've
noticed
have
I
problems.
faculty
old
an
find
not
why
on campus,
of the last ten years in automatic
out, world, better hide!
over
look
So
split
is
faculty
the
when
that
country road, or better yet, drive
controls, feed-back controls, the use
THE CURTAIN REMAINS OPEN
students, as a group,
to the dump, and ditch the re- an issue, the
of computers, and stochastic and GUNNERS EXEURT
to side with the group that apmains of the evening. If they want tend
New a whisle sounds, enter six gunners with guns (excuse; weapons) all
to offer the better deal to the adaptive control processes.
pears
to tell the world that they've been
students. No explanation or reason- ideas and developments in each of stand at a sloppy form of attention. (no acting here, use regular Rose
drinking, bulletin boards are pro- ing is given to the students by the these fields were discussed. Their stance.), while the following beautiful composition is sung, expressions,
vided for that purpose. There is opposing faculty group. Let's face roll in the advancement of modern dolce.
no need of bringing trash to the it. When the faculty is having science was particularly the subject tune: THE GIRL THAT I MARRY. with accomp.
campus to throw into the lakes. trouble, it is passed on to the stu- discussed.
CHORUS: We'll tell you the story of Private Phil,
(Try your roommate.)
Who lost his life in a ROT-CEY drill
dents. As far as I can see, the
For he was hit—Ka-boom—
As the representatives of the student trouble is voiced in the
Out of step was he then,
admissions department are showing form of an "attitude problem".
Again in the area of AdministratAnd this was his doom:
Indiana State's 1964 Fine Arts
prospective students, parents, and
trouble, it is passed Festival April 28—May 3 will fea- whistle sounds, interrupting the chorus and accomp. who stop.
other guests around the campus, ion and faculty
to the student. In this area ture several big name talents to
CURTAIN CLOSES
I'm sure they are a bit embar- on
many say that the faculty runs the which the public is invited.
REMAINS CLOSED
CURTAIN
dry
a
cans
on
beer
rassed by the
school, and the administration is
off!
sound
right,
All
1:
No.
VOICE
distinguished
May 2, Ann Wilson,
campus. Likewise, I am sure the "scared" of them. There are some
ballerina and choreo- VOICE No. 2: Private Jones.
visitors are aware of the debris. that go along with the administ- American
present "The Bal- VOICE No. 3: Private Smith
will
claims
The visitors may doubt the
ration pointing out reasons for the grapher,
VOICE No. 4: Private Morris
of great "ad's" actions. Here again, the let Story" at 1:30 p.m. Miss Wil- VOICE No. 5: Private Brown.
ute
dance
of
evolution
the
traces
for
son
contempt
natural beauty, with two lakes, mea- student may voice his
VOICE No. 6: Private Shagnasty.
dows, and wooded hills," as the the situation in the form of an "at- from the classic ballet of tradi- tune: SOUND OFF
titude problem". The fact is that tion to American jazz.
Rose bulletin says.
CHORUS, a capella, in cadence: hup, two, three, four
At 3 p.m. Quentin Reynolds,
Now that spring is here and the we (the students) are in no position
hup, two, three, four
been
has
world-famous correspondent, will SOLO VOICE: The tell me we're singing this song
grass will be mowed regularly, to know what actually
said between the two discuss "The Decline of Good CHORUS: You're right!
much of the rubbish on the lawn done and
We only catch bits and Taste in America." For his lec- SOLO: To waste time while we're marching along
groups.
and at the main entrance will have
pieces.
ture Reynolds draws from his back- CHORUS: You're right.
to be
moved by the maintenI don't mean to ignore the merit ground as a reporter, author, mo- SOLO: Sound off
ance department. Although the mainof the situation. This, for some, is
tenance men do an excellent job in helping them grow to be mature tion picture writer, commentator CHORUS: one-two
off
most respects, they seem to be a responsible citizens and a credit to and actor, TV and radio personality SOLO: Sound
three-four
CHORUS:
un(and
changing
to discuss the
bit lax in keeping our most fre- our country.
SOLO: Count 'em on down
quently visited spots clear of unI guess the only thing I can say changing) aspects of good and bad 2nd SOLO: CALL FOR PHILIP MORRRRIESS.
bet"read
you
America.
in
taste
what
sightly trash. I think it would be is be careful
CURTAIN OPENS
After Miss Wilson and Reynolds
a good idea for them to make a ween the lines". What you may see
im- have completed their part of the single gunner (private) rushes in
even
or
said
be
not
may
there
policing of the campus
thorough
GUNNER: Someone called? (SNAPS TO ATTENTION) Yes Sir! other
program, a tea will be given so gunners enter, they do actions appropriate to the following song:
grounds (especially the entrance). plied by the speaker.
coffeeof
cup
So. over that next
that the public may meet the en- (bass drum begins cadence, when drum hits beat, company commander
Then we students should assume
THINK.
tertainers.
the responsibility of keeping it that
is tacet, when drum is tacet, co cm shouts "Left!" they scramble to get
Bruce LeRoy
The Terre Haute Symphony is together)
way.
sponsoring Ruth and Naomi Segal, Accomp. begins SEVENTY-SIX TROMBONES the chorus begins after
With continuous warm weather
Identical twin duo-pianists, for the the first theme is played, without pause.
just around the corner, I believe
BUM DEAL
that a campus "of great natural
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — The Fine Arts Festival at 8:15 p.m. CHORUS:
We were marching up and down the drill field one fine day,
beauty" would rid Rose of some
French Ambassador to the Tickets for the Segal Twins may
March along, march along, marching, 0 what fun!
of the discontent that seems to
United States couldn't resist be obtained from Miss Linda ElWe had our M-l's on our shoulders, Hip-hooray!
Union
Memorial
Tirey
(c-o)
dred
Louisiana
the
talking
be so prevalent.
about
for our old M-1!
Hip-hooray,
Purchase during a visit to St. Building. Each ticket is $1.
Jeff Keeler
The CO called out we should do an a-bout face
Louis for the city's bicentennial
May 3 the French film "BerA-bout face, A-bout face, quickly a-bout face.
celebration.
nadette of Lourdes" will be preBut
Phil didn't turn around,
"I have not come here to try sented at 8 p.m.. Filmed on locaOLD RACES
And next we know he's on the ground;
to reestablish French sovereign tion at Lourdes, France, this moDUBLIN (UPI ) — Racing at
He got an M-1 about his face!
power, nor to ask that the tion
the Curragh. Ireland's great
picture tells the story of quick change to GOOD NIGHT, MY SOMEONE. sung very sweetly and
be
should
Purchase
Louisiana
racing center, dates back more
18th century peasant girl.
sadly.
HEM. Herve an
invalidated,"
than 2,000 years when chariot
CHORUS: He lay there on the ground, 0 'twas sad,
Alphand said smiling.
races were one of the major
He did not turn around, that's too bad,
dis"It
most
was
the
one
of
attractions of the great fair
They picked him up, and they said aloud:
withreal
astrous
deals
estate
held there, known as the
"He who goes for ROT-CEY should be pr-r-roud."
in the history of France."
Aonach Tailtean.
CURTAIN CLOSES VERY SLOWLY
CURTAIN REMAINS CLOSED
tune: MICKEY MOUSE MARCH, sung very softly and tenderly, a capby Phil Halt
During the weekend of April 10, ella CHORUS: That's the story, sad to tell, of Philip Morris, P.F.C. they
11, 12, Theta Kappa Zeta of are overcome with sadness, but, fighting tears, they continue; CHORUS:
Lambda Chi Alpha hosted the 1964 R-O-T, C-E-Y, On to victory.
Midwest Conclave of the fraternity,
at the Terre Haute House.
Approximately 100 representaNEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job
tives from colleges in Indiana, Rose mathematics department; Chi Alpha fraternity. Mr. Winslow
Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan and Assistant Professor E. Duane was the principal speaker at the
openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. UnWest Virginia were present for Elbert of the humanities and social conclave banquet.
exact
precedented research for students includes
The agenda for the conclave indiscussion of such matters as schol- studies department; E. Miles Grifpay rates and job details. Names employers and
fith, Rose alumnus of 1923 and an cluded registration on Friday, disalumni
arship,
chapter
relations,
summer
for
in
hiring
industry,
their addresses
engineer with the Racine Water cussions Saturday morning and
publications, and pledge training
camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc.
John Stockton, past president of Department, Racine Wisconsin, and afternoon, followed by the banquet
Hurry!! jobs filled early. Send two dollars. Satisthe Rose chapter was chairman of Mr. Dick Warner of the administra- and traditional conclave dance.
faction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs DirecThe conclave was a great success
the conclave with the rest of the tive staff of the National fraternity.
The honored guest of the con- and all that participated learned a
tory—P. 0. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.
chapter in full support. The leaders
of the discussion groups were Pro- clave was Mr. Seth L. Winslow, great deal, not only about fraternifessor Alfred R. Schmidt of the the Grand High Epsilon of Lambda ty but about life in general.

FINE ARTS

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
CONCLAVE

SUMMER JOBS
for STUDENTS
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New Math Club
This is the first of a series of
articles to appear in the Explorer
written by members of the Rose
Math Club. Yes the NEW... NEW...
NEW... ROSE MATH CLUB, the
organization that is seldom seen or
ALPHA TAU OMEGA AND LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA STATEDAYS
By Phil Halt
Two of the four Rose social fraternities held annual state—wide
meetings during the month of March.
On Saturday, March 14, 1964, the
Alpha Tau Omegao social fraternity chapters from Province XVII
held their annual state day in Terre
Haute hosted by the Rose Polytechnic chapter. Approximately 400
persons representing chapters from
Rose, Indiana University, DePauw
University, Purdue University, and
Indiana State College attended. The
day's events included, a morning
registration followed by a luncheon held at the ISC Student Union.
In the afternoon series of group
discussion were held, moderated by
the alumni advisors of the various
chapters. Later in the evening, the
annual banquet was held in the Mayflower Room of the Terre Haute
House, highlighted by the state day
sing and the presentation of chapter awards. The Indiana State chapter took top honors for scholarship and the Rose Polytechnic Chapter won two awards, one for public
relations and one for chapter singing. Concluding the day's activities was the State Day Ball held
In the Mayflower Room with the
music provided by the Electra's,
a group of ATO'S from Indiana University.
One week earlier, March 7, 1964,
Theta Kappa Zeta of Lambda CM
Alpha participated in the Indiana
State Day held in Indianapolis. Representatives of all twelve chapters of Lambda Chi Alpha in Indiana took part in the events of the
day. The day was begun by an inter-zeta basketball tournament held
in the Lawrence Central High School
gym. The men from Rose Poly played
well to defeat Purdue University
but were later eliminated by the
Franklin College chapter.
The afternoon was spent in a tour
of the National Headquarters on
Washington Blvd. in Indianapolis.
Later in the day the inter-zeta
song contest was held just preceding the State Day Dance held
at the Northside Knights of Columbus Hall. For the second consecutive year, Theta Kappa of Rose
Poly carried off the inter-zeta song
trophy. The dance concluded the
rigorous State Day activities.
The State Day's of both Alpha
Tau Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha
were again a highlight of the spring
social season for the men of these
chapters.

heard from but is the true champion of the student. To give an example of the new look of the club
we try to solve problems of some
of the various members from time
to time the following is before us
now and since we tried the experimental approach without success
any aid will be appreciated.
In a small village lying on the
border of the U.S. and Mexico a
peculiar currency situation exists.
On the Mexican side of the border
an American dollar is worth ninety
cents of Mexican money. On the
American side of the border a Mexican dollar is worth ninety cents of
American money. On a hot and
sunny day a cowhand strolls into a
Mexican cantina and orders a ten
cent beer. He pays for the beer
with a Mexican dollar and gets for
change an American dollar worth
only ninety cents there. After
drinking his beer he strolls across
the border to an American bar and

orders a ten cent beer. He pays for
this with the American dollar he
received in Mexico and gets a Mexican dollar in change, worth ninety
cents in the U.S. He then takes the
Mexican dollar back across the
border and gets arother beer and
keeps repeating the process and
ends up as rich as he started, with

a dollar.
Question: Who paid for the beer?
Too often we hear the comment
that, "I'm not interested in the
math club because it isn't interesting." The reason it isn't interesting
is because you are not there. Take
a chance sometime and you might
be surprised or if you like to play

it safe ask any member of the club
why he is a member. As an additional note the club is sponsoring
a film on mathematical induction
on Wed. April 29 with guests from
ISC and St Marys in the Rose auditorium at 7:30 PM. Coffee afterwards, why not come then and see
the club in action?

CHEMISTRY FOR
PROHT
A national contest in colloid and
surface chemistry is offering attractive prizes to undergraduates
for either a research report or
a review essay in this field of
science. The best essay and the
best report will each receive prizes of $500 and the secondbest $200
each under contest regulations.
Honorable mention prizes of $50
each are also provided.
Students at all accredited colleges and universities of the United States and Canada are eligible if they are regular undergraduates on April 1, 1964. In past
years winners have come from all
parts of both countries and from
large universities as well as small
colleges.
The contestants enter a report
on a project done in undergraduate
research or an essay on the subject "The contribution of W. D.
Harkins to the theory and experimental technique in the field of
mono-layers on liquids." The late
Prof. Harkins taught for many years
at the University of Chicago.
The contest is administered by
the University of Southern California and is sponsored by the Continental Oil Company of Houston,
Texas, and Ponca City, Oklahoma.
and entry
information
Further
blanks may be obtained immediately
by writing to Prof. Karol J.Mysels,
Chemistry Department, University
of Southern California, University
Park,
Los Angeles, California
90007.
The deadline for submitting entries is July 1, 1%4. The prizes
will be awarded by a panel of anonymous judges and will be distributed August 30, 1964.
As contest chairman, Dr. Mysels
Is being assisted by an advisory
committee

Downtown
TERRE
HAUTE

THEATRE
„Os

The "Progress Corps"
comes to the Fair

"

General Electric men and women
have been gathering at the New York
World's Fair, bringing the latest developments from the wonderful
world of electricity.
They've made their pavilion —
Progressland — entertaining. It's a
bright show, enhanced by the master
showmanship of Walt Disney.
But, more than that, it's your
chance to see, as in no other way,the
career opportunities offered in the
electrical industry. For here, under
one huge dome, is assembled a full
range of the electrical ideas that are
helping millions of people throughout
the world progress toward better
lives. Ideas that come from the people
at General Electric, who form a real
"Progress Corps."
There are new electronic ideas for
medicine that promise better patient

a,s0a„ng Sterling Hayden • Keenan Wynn • Slim Pickens

na d mtrodut.ngTraCY Reed
(as Mds Foregn Aflavs.

care in our hospitals. Ideas for more
efficient factories, less-congested
transportation, better community
lighting, increased highway safety,
and more comfortable living at home.
And there's the first large-scale public demonstration of nuclear fusion
—the energy process of the sun.
For you, Progressland is a rare
chance to see what General Electric
can offer in terms of a meaningful
career in engineering, finance, marketing, law, sales and many other
specialties.
If this looks like your career path,
talk to your placement director. He
can help qualified people begin their
careers at General Electric.
Progress A Our Most Important Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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The Scoop On The Scoop

scoop
A

FREE PAGE

ED. NOTE:
Yes, SCOOP is dead. SCOOP as unidentified, random student complaints in dittoed form is dead. This
page is dedicated and donated to the past writers of
SCOOP by the EXPLORER in an attempt to constructively allow full freedom of expression. The opinions expressed on this page are not necessarily those of EXPLORER but those of SCOOP writers, nevertheless,
they deserve to be heard.
W.B.A.

Several weeks ago there appeared on campus a new publication
dubbed the SCOOP. Due to the fact that SCOOP's editorial contnt was
a bit outspoken, it was avidly read in some quarters and solidly condemned in others. It soon became painfully evident that a few individuals
of the letter group had no intention of allowing this "foolishness" to continue, and we as editors soon found our arms being gently twisted into
conformity with these intentions. Making use of our free arms, however,
we shook hands with Messrs Chapman and Turaski on an arrangement
whereby our acid comments and critical opinions would be allowed to
see print in the EXPLORER. We appreciate this opportunity, but at the
same time, we hope our newfound legitimacy will not cause any noticeable change in our editorial comments.
Craig Heindel
Dick Blakely

FACULTY vs. STUDENTS

If there is anything I have learned from publishing the SCOOP it is
that the typical Rose student (including myself) finds it very easy to
unjustly accuse the faculty of having a conspiracy to frustrate and
torment
the students. This faculty vs students and viceversa attitude is
"The Scoop"
bred when you become disgusted with something an instructor does
LAURALS TO S. C. F. S.
c/o Mr. Craig Heindel
or doesn't do and allow it to destroy your interest in the course. If it
Rose Polytechnic Institute
We feel compelled to comment that is a technical one, this may be quite simple.
Dear Editors:
in our opinion, the Student CounOne of the finest things at Rose should be an extremely close faculty.
1. GENERAL
cil's new financial secretary has
As a member of the Junior Class, thus far done an outstanding job. student relationship. It exists in but a few isolated cases. As a result the
instructor concludes that the students are uninterested and immediately
I submit the following:
This has not always been true of reflects this attitude. Put yourself in the poor devil's shoes.
The Scoop is rot a dying publicapast holders of that office. Keep
Communication between instructor and student should extend beyond
tion—only because Rose studentsthe classroom. Besides, nothing could bolster your confidence more
like all college students—enjoy up the good work Mark!
in an instructor that a personal conversation which might convince you
reading ridiculous comedy and
that he knows a little about something unrelated to his speciality. I also
humerous fiction. In short, while LETTERS WELCOME
doubt that any of the instructors would mind having a few more perThe Scoop preaches maturity and
We will gladly include any and sonal friends scattered through the student body.
responsibility, it's own articles and
all letters on any and all subjects
Just face the facts—Rose must be a pain in the posterior if it is
statements lack maturity, responsibility, dignity and sincere construc- in this column, so long as they are going to maintain its rating. But there is a certain dignity, not at all
written in English or reasonable associated with money, that comes from enduring any education whether
tiveness.
2. INDISPUTABLE FACTS DEP'T facsimile thereof. Please sign them received in a school or behind a plow. There is no better way to appreciate than to get to know better those instructors who are willing to get
The irresponsibility of THE so we know whom to hate.
to know you better. Communicate - that is what the world says science
SCOOP will only degenerate Rose
students can't do. If an educated instructor and an intelligent student
Poly's paramount reputation as a LIBRARY NOTE
can't communicate in an institute of learning - just when and where will
producer of some of the world's
Does anyone know how a copy of the graduate learn the art? The world may have a good point, in spite
leading engineers. (And after all
the Top Secret ROTC qualifying of the fact that it is a sphere.
boys—that's why we're here).
exam found its way into our lib3. DRINK OF THE WEEK
rary's magazine rack? How can the
(For Scoop Staffers)
Six ounces of warm milk to be Army be expected to protect our
served in a baby bottle with nation if they can't even guard a
crackers before nap. Stolen from few test booklets? What's the scoop,
A few years ago, a pool table was unsuccessfully tried, in the baseDr. Spock's book, "How to care for General Whatsyername?
ment of B.S.B. It was without charge. Recently, pool has become a
spoiled babies".
co-ed sport in Terre Haute. In most of the student recreation centers
4. QUOTE OF THE WEEK
ROTC - IT SOUNDS LIKE
of the major Indiana schools, there are several tables. The main obWhen men get older ard wiser, HORSE—TO ME, TO ME--jection of the Dean to the installation of tables here was that the
they talk less and say more".
Spring is here, and at Rose Tech tables would require an attendant.
5. CHALLENGE OF THE WEEK
How about this: place two tables in the Student Center in the large
man's fancy turns to
young
a
Print this letter in the next issue
boots and area at the east end. The type of one cent per minute meter box found on
spit-shining
thoughts
of
of The Scoop.
polishing brass. One cannot help a coin operated dryer can be purchased for less than forty dollars. Conc.c. (a) Dr. John Logan
thinking that forcing all frosh and nect this to an overhead light, which would be necessary to light the
(1)) The Explorer
table adequately. Sixty cents per hour is about half the expense of
sophs to play soldier once each
Most Sincerely,
playing in town and it would give the Student Center an added attraction
(Name omitted so as not week adds nothing to our military for
guys considering bringing girls on campus on the nights this is perto be accused of appease- posture and is of little benefit to
mitted.
ment).
many of the men involved. Why
If these two tables were used five hours each per day, which may be
doesn't Rose follow the lead of a conservative estimate, a daily revenue of six dollars would be noticed.
Gentlemen:
With approximately 170 school days per year an income of one thousand
It seems to me that in an in- other great schools and make this
dollars per year should not be difficult. This should be ample to maintain
stitution such as Rose there should program one hundred percent volunthe equipment in the best fashion and it should also pay for itself within
be no need for a publication like tary?
three years if the finest tables available are purchased. Lets have a few
Letters
the SCOOP. It is unfortunate, but
opinions on this-drop us a short note.
no
way
now
needed.
There
is
it is
to air honest gripes, and there
are gripes, without fear of reprisals.
We at Rose are studying to beIt is a sad thing to have to come scientists and
engineers.
watch this situation, but it is a These occupations are
supposedly
still sadder thing to have to use as professions on the same level as
a means to remedy the situation a those of attorney or doctor. Yet
method which offends one's dignity. were a visitor asked to guess
our
By this I mean anonymous letters chosen occupations by our classand the SCOOP.
room dress, his answer would proWe're supposed to be "men." bably lie somewhere in the region
Some people say we don't act like between garbage collector and house
it. I say to these people, "A per- painter.
son does only what is expected of
What should be done about this
him." If the administration does situation? Certainly none of us
likes
not start listening to the STUDENTS, to be dictated to, so enforced dress
in a few years there will be no rules are not the answer. The solumore Rose men. Possibly not even tion is for each of us to realize
a Rose.
that his appearance reflects upon
An Interested Student the institute, as well as upon
each
student as an individual, and to dress
THREE-STORY LIMIT
PROVINCETOWN, mass. accordingly. This way, the reflec(UPI)—No skyscrapers for this tion will further individual self resvillage at the tip of Cape Cod. pect and improve the image of Rose
The annual town meeting voted as a professional school.
more stringent zoning regulaLONDON (UPD—Great Brittions and to limit building
ain's classic Oxford-Cambridge
heights to three stories "to preboat race was inaugurated in
serve the town's true charac673 Wabash
C-8085
1841.
ter."

LETTERS

Short & Sweet?

ANYONE FOR POOL?

Student Dress

BURGER CHEF
DRIVE-IN

1717 South 3rd St.

Shopping downtown?

O'DAY'S Restaurant

Norman's Barber Shop
Located In Center
Of Terre Haute

For a quick snack

CITIES SERVICE

FREE CAR WASH
3-MINIT CAR WASH
30th Just North at Wabash
Car Wash
With Mini) of
at least
Cost

FREE
34c
ftc
59c
79c
$1.29
31.39
PAS

IS Gallons
14 Gallons
13 Gallons
12 Gallons
10 Gallons
I Gallons
II Gallons
4 Gallons

Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Rog.

'Famous Tor

STACOURGER•
Compliments Of

Tracy Page Pharmacy
2253 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute,Indiana

O'DAY'S DRIVE-IN
2645 Wabash

C-9831

Complete Carry-Out Service

HARPER'S BARBER SHOP
Parking Both Sides of Shop
U. S. 40 In Seolyville 55083
Open II:30 to 5:30 Tuos.-Sat.

DRINK OF THE WEEK
APRICOT BRANDY RICKY
1 cube of ice
Juice of 1A2 lime
2 oz. Apricot Flavored Brandy
Fill 8 oz. highball glass with
carbonated water and stir.
Leave lime in glass.
WHY DO PEOPLE DRINK?
After reading a recent article in
the TECHNIC, I wonder if it is
possible for a person to fully understand the pitfalls and perils of
drink and still have the
strong
courage to sample the evil stuff.
I guess what was omitted is that
an informed person just might bend
his elbow on occasion because he
enjoys it.
PICKING ON PARKING
Suppose yourself the father of a
potential student on your initial
visit to our campus. Upon your
first look for a place to park,
you see a couple of yellow rails
marked with some small letters
you can't read. In the rest of the
world yellow means don't park.
So as to cause as little disturbance as possible, you do as the
sign directs and follow the road
around to a big empty field full
of gravel and silver rails—obviously a parking lot.
Quite a fine impressions you get
of Rose when upon returning to
your parked car you find a little
thank you note which has something scrawled across the bottom which you are unable to understand and suggests that you report to the office to avoid disciplinary action. Interesting?
Why not issue stickers only to
the residents of Deming Hall and
the faculty so as to spare the
expense and trouble of ticketing
visitors. This article was derived
from an actual recent case.
USE YOUR RIGHTS
Any Friday night—so far as the
Dean is concerned — girls are
allowed in the Student Center and
the lighted area around it. Any
weekend, you are supposedly allowed
to bring girls into the dorm lounges
if you make intentions known to the
house mothers ahead of time. The
Dean said that it is by popular
demand (among campus residents)
that girls are not allowed on campus during the week; due to interference with study. This could be
so. Send us your opinion. In a conversation with Dean Ross, he told
me that he was quite willing to
cooperate with the students in matters such as this if they use a
mature approach to the subject.
Let's find out.

Crime
Very few days go by that we
don't read of some new and juicy
crime being committed in Indiana's
capital city. Indianapolis is fast
acquiring a reputation, justified or
not, as a playground for hoodlums.
In view of this, we fail to see why
that city's police waste their time
raiding parties, arresting students
on charges which are thrown out of
city court for acute lack of
evidence, and ruining the reputations of individuals and organizations without due cause, when they
could be utilizing this time and effort to make the streets of Indianapolis safe for its citizens.
Neither can we condone the irresponsible sensationalism of the
local (Terre Haute) press in attempting to represent the party
which was raided as something it
very obviously was not.
CRH

A
SPARKLING CAR
Quickly
and
Thoroughly at

SMILEY'S
JIFFY27 N.CAR
WASH
2nd St.
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WICKWIRE

MISCELLANEOUS

ACS Meet
Rifles
Try Again

We've seen so many stirring and
forceful editorials this year that we
The tri-state regional meeting of
thought it might be helpful to prethe Student Affiliates of the Amerisent a set of four which embody
can Chemical Society was held at
the best points of all those read.
Rose during the weekend of April
The reader should note that para10.
The affair, which was co-hosted
graphs among the following may
The Rose Rifles recently attendbe interchanged at will without ed a drill meet held at Purdue by Rose and I.S.C. students, began
loss of meaning.
with registration on Friday at Rose.
"To Gripe or Not to Gripe"

If one walks down the halls at
Rose these days, he cannot help
but note the increasing amount of
verbal criticism that students are
orally expressing with regard to
conditions here at Rose.
There are plenty of Rose Men
who think that there are a few
things that are wrong at this school.
That is, things that are not right.
Now that some of the so-called
traditions at Rose seem to be slipping from our grasp, why is there
such a large group of men on
campus now who left last year to
become truckdrivers and bowling
alley proprietors?
My biggest 'concern is in the
area of Student Coureil policy.
Since when have we allowed representatives to use their hardhitting
tactics on the overworked custodians? I leave this question up to
you the students, as only you can
answer it.
"Square Pegs, etc."

In these days of advanced technology, we often hear the question,
"What is so important about being
well-rounded?" The answer to this
question should be obvious to all
but the dullards among us. A wellrairded person is one who has
applied himself diligently in those
areas that are of primary importance to our educational system
and, yes, to our very way of life!
One next might wonder if life is
really a "bed of roses" and if fix
true "joiner" is in a better position
than the worker to comment limn
the adaptability of student participation in the campus programs.
Must we spend the rest of our lives
lost in the complicated pattern of
the academic grind

versus

the,

growing need for extra-curriculars?
I say no!
There is meaning to the name
"Rose." I only hope that the student leaders, along with a student
body which really cares, can lick
this problem before we completely
fail to meet the challenge the world
presents. At that time we will truly
be the "Engineers of Tomorrow!"
Thumbs Down on Wantons"

Students here at Rose seem to be
ignorant of the fact that those in
our halls are rot all men. Your
Editor realizes that in a school that
is not co-ed, a certain amount of
smutty language is to be expected.
However, students must realize
that if present trends continue, the
opportunities in the future will
never be as great as they were in
the past. The growing impact of
these concepts has been that many
great authorities have held this to
be unquestionably applicable in
three cases.
There will never be a great number of students who feel that only
through personal experience with
authority can society gain the full
respect of all the peoples of the
world, regardless of the changing
times.
The situation is soon to change.
Exploritory work in attempting to
measure this change is being conducted by several committees. An
hour of study between classes is
just as valuable as an hour anywhere else on the Earth as we
know it today. There are only ten
years in a decade, so come on
fella's let's get with it.
"What's Happened to
School Spirit?"

For an extremely long length of
time, I have been making some observations that have caused me to
turn over in my mi"d several
trains of thought to which I have
devoted quite a large amount of
introspective thinking. It seems appropriate to me that the subject of
school spirit should be given at the
present time. This subject has
caused me to conduct some studies

based on how this problem was
dealt with during past years.
As the saying goes, "A stitch in
time saves nine." So it was also, I
would think, in the time of Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm, when men,

University Saturday, February 22.
Plant trips were conducted on
The meet was sponsored by PurFriday and Saturday to the Chardue and attracted teams from all
Pfizer, Central Nitrogen, and
over the Midwest. The team from les
Commercial Solvents Plants.
Rose Poly was in competition with
A banquet was held at Rose Frisuch teams as University of Illinois, Loyola University, Ball State, day evening at 6:30 p.m. FollowMichigan State University, Ohio ing this was the talk in the audiState, and University of Minnesota. torium by Professor Ralph L. ShriEach team had ten minutes to drill ner. Dr. Shriner, who spoke on
and maneuver while being graded by "Geometry and Isomerism", served until his retirement as head of
a panel of judges.
Five men from
took part the chemistry department at the Uniin the individual competition. Jay versity of Iowa (1954-1962). He is
Barton, from Bradfordwoods, Pa., now editor-in-chief of Chemical Redid an exceptional job for Rose as viewa and is an advisory profeshe placed eighth out of more than sor of chemistry at Southern Metho200 competitors. He will receive dist University in Dallas. He received his doctorate in 1925 at
a medal for his efforts.
The Rose Rifles is a ROTC the University of Illinois. He has
precision drill team. The team is been a member of the American
composed
of 16 cadets (mostly Chemical Society since 1920 and refreshmen) and the drill team com- ceived in 1962 the James F. Norris
mander, Cadet Sgt. Wilfred Ota- Award of the northeastern section
guro from Honolulu, Hawaii. Other of A.C.S.
After Dr. Shriner's talk, the Jim
members of the team include: Jay
Barton, Dick Bonnelli, John Bray, West Combo played dance music in
Pat
Cahill,
Bill Egar, Glover the auditorium.
Ellis, Rick Hammond, John Howlett, Roger Hybeck, Steve Marlin,
Ray Mendenhall, Fred Moore, Jim
Morehouse, James Mitchell, Peter
The Fine Arts Festival is coming
Stewart, Roy Stuffle, Dick Vasquez, to Indiana State College with enough
and Dick Young.
events to fill six days from April
The Rose Rifles have other drill 28 to May 3.
meets scheduled in the future. The
The Festival will officially open
team will travel to the University on the 28th with a tea for all perof Illinois on March 14 to try and sons directly connected. Steam will
win a trophy. On April 18, a meet pick up the next day when the Sycais scheduled at Bradley University. more Players present"Summer and
Those contests should see the Rose smoke.
,' A concert of the College
Rifles high in the standings for the Wind Choirs, Woodwind and Brass
team ig greatly improving. With will conclude the evening.
twelve freshmen on the team, there
April 30 will feature a modern
Is a lack of experience. But, this dance seminar and a music semideficiency is being overcome with nar. The Sycamore Players will
a lot of practice and hard work, again present their play as they
We should be proud that someone will for the next two consecutive
is putting forth some effort to re- nights also.
present Rose Poly and its good
The Festival will continue May I
name,
with the opening of Greenwich Village. "The Better End"—an evening of folksinging will conclude the
day.
May 2 will begin with the openThis year, as in every year,
the Junior Class of Rose will honor ing of the art exhibit. The mornthe Senior Class by hosting the ing will progress with the opening
annual Junior Prom. The event this of the Sidewalk Cafe and the vilyear, will be held on Friday even- lage, contests in jazz and speech,
ing, May 8, from 8:30 P.M. to and a gymnastics exhibition.
11:30 P.M. at The Phoenix Country
Club. Music for the evening will
"Every American should
be provided by Preston Jackson and know more about elementary
his Orchestra from Decatur, Illi- economics," says Dean Helen
nois. Mr. Jackson's music will ap- C. Canoyer, of Cornell Univerpeal to both conservatives and li- sity and chairman of the President's Consumer Advisory
berals alike.
A new innovation this year is the Council.
absence of ticket sales. The Prom
will be open to all students at Rose
free of charge. However, due to
the small size of The Phoenix Club,
only 150 complementary tickets will
be available from the Junior Class
officers. First preference for the
tickets will go to seniors, then juniors, followed by sophomores and
freshmen,
The Junior Class officers; President, Evan Johnson, Vice-President,
John Delfenbaugh, and Skip Szilagyi,
Secretary-Treasurer, have promised that this Prom will be one
of the most outstanding dances in
recent years.

I. F. SOFTBALL IN FULL "SWING"
Photo By Carter
"The Ballet Story" presented by
Ann Wilson and her partner Horst
Krause will be first on the agenda
that afternoon. Quentin Reynolds
will follow Miss Wilson with his
lecture "The Decline of Good Taste
in America." The evening will find
the Segal twins, sponsored by the
Terre Haute Symphony, at their
pianos.

May 3, after the opening of the
village, art exhibit and the Sidewalk Cafe, the Concert Choir and
Madrigal Singers will present a
concert. Later that day the DePauw
Weslyan Players will present "Studies in Color." The Fine Arts
Festival will conclude Sunday evening with a guest speaker and a
French foreign film "Bernadette
of Lourdes.

Blast Coming

PROM TIME

2

DELIGHTFUL NEW NOWA REGULAR FEATURE

TASTE TREATS...

OF OUR AMAZ/NG MENU

.1
MC DOLVELLE,BURGEI
DOUBLE THE GOODNESS!!
2 OF McDONALD'S FAMOUS
1000. PURE GROUND BEEF
PATTIES ON A SINGLE BUN!

PAC ROOKLECHEESEBURGER
•
2 MeDONALDI PURE GROUND
BEEF PATTIES PLUS 2
SLICES OF DELICIOUS
CHEDDAR CHEESE

MeDonald's
look for Mit golden arch•s

Inside Seating•Free Parking
7th And Poplar

VOTE
BALLOT

Once a year, Rose students get to pick a
best faculty member. Important considerations are: 1) interest in students, 2) ability
to teach, 3) knowledge of subject, and 4)
fairness. ALL VOTES SHOULD BE PUT
INTO CAMPUS MAIL (i.e., that hole right
above outgoing U.S. Mail). In addition, so
as to avoid "duplication' the voters name
must appear on the ballot. Your vote will
be known only to the EXPLORER staff.

FOR

CHOO CHOO PRICES
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—The first
locomotive for the Pacific Railroad, predecessor of the Missouri Pacific, cost $7,650 when
it was delivered in 1852.
The modern GP-35 diesel locomotive costs $190,000. Cost
per horsepower was $20 in 1852;
$76 in 1964.

regardless of their race or creed,
were not afraid to get up in the
morning, face the rising sun, and
shout "help!"

BEST TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
1.
2.
Signature

Class
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Franklin, Oakland City

SPORTS PAGE
FINISHES THIRD IN TRIANGLE MEETS
ROSE Wabash

son (R), Time 16.2.
Triple Jump—Roberts (H) Keeler
880 Yard Run—McNeil(W) Sand- (R) Minor (W), Webster (W), Disberg (R), Miller (H), Daughin (W)tance 39'111
/
2".
Time 2:01.1.
Pole
Vault—Harvey (W), and
220 Yard Dash—Puge (H), Bon- Tompson (H)—tie Roberts (H) Prell
Bell (W), May (W), (H), Height 11' 6".
son (R),

Hanover,

Rose Poly finished third to Hanover and Wabash, last years Little
State Champs, in a triangular meet
at Hanover Saturday. The score
was Wabash-100, Hanover-371/2
and Rose Poly —27/
1
2 as Wabash Time-22.4.
330 Yard Intermediate Hurdles—
took eleven of the 15 first places.
John Lynn unofficially ran school Huxon (W), Carpender (W), Collins
record times of 4:29.2 and 10:11.3 (H), Roberts (H) Time-41.2.
Two Mile Run—Race (W), Lynn
in the mile and the two mile, respectively. Only one attempt was (R), Snodgrass (W) Brandriss (R)
recorded in the triple jump and the Time —10:04.4.
High Jump—Monteith (W),Bonson
discus with the 880 and mile relays not being run because of rain. (R), and Gingery (H) tie Irons,
Height 6 feet.
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
Mile Run—Race and McNeil (W) Shot Put—Newman (W), Randak
Lynn (R), Sedmask (W), Time- (W), Abernathy (W), Grafe (R), Distance 42' 43/4".
4:27.7.
Javelin Throw—Jenkins (W), Rob440 Yard Dash—Mader (W) May
(W), Wood (R), Ludi (H), Time- erts (H), Lewis (R), Summers (W),
Distance 157' 9/
1
2".
51.0.
Broad Jump —Carpenter (W)
100 Yard Dash—Puce (H). Bonson (R) Bell (W) May (W) Time- Sims (W), Webster (W), Pierce (H)
Distance 21' 5".
10.4.
Discus Throw—Newman(W) Jen120 Yard High Hurdles—Sunday
(W), Collins (H), Jenkins (W), Wat- kins (W), Grafe (R) Walker (W)
Distance 138' 4".

Compliments of

ROSE POLY BOOK STORE
Your Official School
Jeweler and Sportswear Department
Mrs. Gillaspy — Manager

DISTINCTION
DALLAS (UPI—Ralph Guldahl, newest inductee to the
PGA hall of fame, is the only
golfer to win the western open
three times.

Terre Haute's Finest
Steak House

TUCKER'S
N. Brown
30

BILL
RADER
SHELL SERVICE
7th & Poplar
C-9192

Books — Fraternity Decals
Pencils — Cokes and Candy
Paper — Sweatshirts

son (R), Time 17.9.
880 Yard Run—Sandberg (R), Flecher (F), Rosenfeld (OC), Tabor
in
a
third
finished
Poly
Rose
close triangular meet with Fran- (OC), Time —2:01.9.
220 Yard
Dash —Bonson (R)
klin and Oakland City at Rose.
Even though the Engineers took Leuking (OC), Keefer (F), Ransom
eight firsts, they lacked strength (OC), Time —23.1.
330 Yard Intermediate Hurdles—
in the field events and the meet
ended with the score: Franklin 59, Watson (R), Spencer (0C), Toole
Oakland City-57 and Rose Poly 54. (OC), Clore (F), Time-44.0.
Two Mile Run—Lynn (R), McJohn Lynn cut 17.5 seconds from
his former two-mile record andbet- Intyre (F), Bandriss (R) Anderson
(0C), Time 10:12.0.
Mile Relay—Rose Poly —Franktered the school's mile record by
3.4 seconds. Records also were lin—Oakland City—Time 3:35.1.
High Jump—Tower (0C) Willis
established
for two new school
events by Jeff Keelerin the trip (OC), Williams (OC), Smith (F), —
jump and Steve Watson in the 330 Height 6 feet 1 inch.
Yard Hurdles. Rose's other firsts
Pole Vault—Gray (OC), Tower
came from Bob Bonson in the 100
(OC), Height 10 feet 4 inches.
and 220 yard dashes and Bob SandShot Put—Chiarotti (F), Ross (F)
berg in the 880 yard run. SandRoberts (F), Duncan (OC), Disberg, along with Dave Woodward,
tance 41' 7".
Bill Lewis, and Dwane Wood finiBroad Jump—Schultz (OC) Price
shed first for Rose in the Mile
(OC), Burns (F), Keeler (R), DisRelay.
tance 19' and 7"
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
Mile Run—Lynn (R), McIntyre
Discus Woodrick (F), La Veechia
(F), Duszynski (R), Carr Time- (F) Grafe (R), Byrd (R), Distance
4:33.0.
117' 10/
1
2".
440 Yard Dash—Burns (F), Wood
Triple Jump—Keeler (R), Lewis
(R), Jarvis (F), Lewis (F), Time- (F), Schultz (OC), Blessing (R),
52.6.
Distance 39' 9/
1
2".
100 Yard Dash—Bonson (R), LeuJavelin—Trueblood (F), Baker(F)
king (OC), Ransom (OC), Keefer Pelham (OC), Yee (R), Distance(F), Time 10.3.
173' 2/
1
2".
120 High Hurdles—Spencer (OC)
Q.E.D.
Toole (0C), Wolverton (F), Wat-

BRIDGE TROPHY WOK FOR THIRD YEAR
For thes econd consecutive year,
Rose Polytechnic Institute Bridge
Club won the Baur Trophy at the
,hird annual tournament, according
to an announcement today by Prof.
rheordore Faimer, adviser for the
group.
Competing in the tournament
were teams from Indiana State
and St. Mary-of-the-Woods College,
the latter competing for the first
time. The Baur cup was given by

Mrs. Oscar Baur in memory of her
late husband.
The first match three years ago
ended in a tie between Rose and
1
2
ISC. This year Rose had 22/
points; ISC,, 17 points, and S. Mary
1
2 points. Twentyof-the--Woods, 14/
four players competed. Mr. and
Mrs. George E. Miller contributed
their services as directors of the
tournament, which took place Sunday.

Dining Room or Car Service

The Junior Prom May8
8:30 P. M.
TO
11:30 P. M.
PHOENIX
COUNTRY CLUB
FREE

Rose
Reels
Free
Swimming
&
Laking
WHISKERS
AND POLY
LAKES

JOBS ABROAD
STUDENTS & TEACHERS
Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of
permanent career opportulities in Europe, South
America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or
FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific
addresses and names prospective U.S. employers
with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay,
free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guAe
and procedures necessary to foreign employment.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory—P. 0. Box 13593—Phoenix,
Arizona.

HENRI'S
3631 Wabash

W

.i.M1

3insit Reelassrant

MEADOW GOLD DAIRY
Servicing

ROSE CAFETWEITAHtSjutNT CENTER

MILK & ICE CREAM
"If it's Meadow Gold it's Mighty Good"

ROSE POLY'S
HEADQUARTERS FOR FINE JEWELRY

d=11111111.
•111M11..

And at HILLMAN'S you will find the
finest selection of award trophies for
all events.
Hillman "Starlite" diamonds
are truly styled for today's
"Young Moderns" at the lowest possible price.
No matter what your watch
needs may be, Hillman's have
a watch to fit them and your
budget, in the Wabash Valley's largest selection.
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YOU CAN CHARGE IT AT

612 WABASH

Beatrice Foods Co.

C-6858

IMPERIAL
LANES
"WHERE YOU WILL
ENJOY THE UTMOST IN
RECREATION PLEASURE"
C-1319
400 No. 3rd St.

1

